
The 17th European Conference on Pow-
er Electronics and Applications for 2015 
(EPE’15 / ECCE Europe) was held this 
year in Geneva, Switzerland, between 
the 7th and 10th of September. The con-
ference was hosted by the Europe-
an Organization for Nuclear Research 
(CERN) and organized in collaboration 
with the École Polytechnique Fédérale 
de Lausanne (EPFL). The EPE is an 
important international yearly event, 
which attracts a large number of attend-
ees (more than 800 this year) from 
industry and academia while covering a 
wide range of disciplines in the field of 
power electronics. The main venue at 
the EPE is the technical conference with 
more than 600 papers presented in lec-

ture and dialogue sessions. In parallel 
to the conference, a vendor exhibition 
took place where ABB Switzerland as a 
Gold Sponsor for the EPE’15 provided 
a large vendor platform for the confer-
ence visitors. ABB particularly highlight-
ed the power semiconductor products 
and technologies at the event. The ABB 
team also took part in a vendor presen-
tation entitled “ABB Technology Devel-
opment in High Voltage Power Semi-
conductors” which was well attended 
and received. The ABB exhibition also 
provided a platform with a real demo 
for the TOSA All Electric Bus concept, 
which has been running in Geneva from 
May 2013 until the end of 2014. 
(continuation on page 2)
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Dear reader!

Power electronics is everywhere. 
No text message will be sent, no 
light will be switched on and no 
train will be running without power 
electronics. Just a couple of weeks 
ago, EPE’2015, the 17th European 
Conference on Power Electronics 
and Applications has been tak-
ing place in Geneva, Switzerland, 
where more than 600 technical 
papers on power electronics have 
been presented and more than 800 
specialists have met and discussed 
the latest achievements and trends. 
ABB was very well represented 
with 1 keynote presentation, 19 
authored or co-authored papers, 
chairing 4 technical sessions, 1 
vendor session and a large stand 
at the exhibition. A nice EPE review 
is given on pages 1 and 2. Besides 
this, this Newsletter focuses on 
IGCTs. On page 4, a summary of 
one of the before mentioned pa-
pers – an IGCT review paper – is 
given and the ABB Application 
Note “Applying IGCTs” is summa-
rized on page 6. And last but not 
least, the article on page 5 informs 
about the latest SEMIS upgrade: 
SEMIS is now capable to simulate 
IGBTs and IGCTs in 3-level topolo-
gies. 
Not to forget to mention the recent 
IRIS re-certification (page 3), a 
large tester order from China (page 
3) and the various product updates 
on page 4.
Finally, I gladly annouce that all our 
Chinese customers can now read 
the ABB Semiocnductors website 
in Chinese (page 3)

Yours, Christoph Holtmann
PG Communications Manager

Editorial

conference. ABB Semiconductors and in 
collaboration with the Corporate Re-
search Centre provided a review article 
covering all recent technology develop-
ments regarding the Integrated Gate 
Commutated Thyristor (IGCT) entitled 
“Recent Advancements in IGCT Tech-
nologies for High Power Electronics Ap-
plications”. In general, the greater part of 
power device related papers focused on 
Wide Band Gap devices and in particu-
lar, Silicon Carbide based MOSFETs and 
diodes, their performance and applica-
tion potentials. 
Nonetheless, many papers also ad-
dressed recent developments in silicon 
devices, device modelling, packaging 
concepts, reliability, gate driving and 
finally device monitoring as an important 
recent trend.
The 18th EPE conference will be held in 
Karlsruhe, Germany in September 2016. 
(mr)

The TOSA concept was also presented 
by Olivier Auge, Global Product Man-
ager and Innovation Agent at ABB, as 
a keynote at the conference under the 
title “TOSA concept: A full electric large 
capacity urban bus system”.
With respect to the technical confer-
ence, two keynote papers were pre-
sented by CERN and ITER (International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) 
which highlighted the importance and 
enabling role power electronics plays in 
these groundbreaking physics research 
projects and facilities. For the lecture 
and dialogue sessions, a wide range 
of topics were covered and for the full 
spectrum of power electronics applica-
tions. From the application perspective, 
the majority of papers from industry and 
academia were related to advanced 
conversion topologies for mainstream 
applications such as industrial drives, 
power supplies, automotive/traction 
and grid related applications including 
renewables. On the other hand, special 
focus was also clear on emerging ap-
plications such as solid state breakers, 
energy storage and industry specific 
energy conversion applications to name 
a few. The conference also provided 
sessions on electrical machines, mea-
surement and instrumentation, passive 
and active components that included 
power semiconductors. ABB in general 
presented 20 papers (see page 4) at the 

ABB well represented at EPE’2015 
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Semiconductor test systems from ABB 
Customized semiconductor test system 
order from China
ABB Semiconductors designs and builds 
high-power semiconductor test systems 
for its engineering and production facili-
ties since years by its own and decided 
at PCIM last year to offer its extensive 
expertise and capabilities also to cus-
tomers in the open market.
Recently, a Chinese customer has or-
dered state of the art, customized and 
automated testers for measurement and 
characterization of various Diode and 

IGBT Modules. The testers have the 
capability to test the products under 
their intended application conditions. 
Among others, the testers feature test 
capability at room or high temperatures, 
at high voltages or currents, with single-
pulse and/or multi-pulse tests both in 
engineering as well as in fully automat-
ed production environments.
With more than 30 years of experience 
and over 80 systems presently in opera-
tion, ABB Semiconductors offers cus-
tomized, state of the art test systems 
for routine and reliability measurements 
for the entire range of high-power semi-
conductors.
Do not hesitate contacting us to dis-
cuss your test system, maintenance or 
service requirements. (mb)

Successful IRIS re-
certification

Following an audit and assessment 
on premises in Lenzburg on June 
25th, 2015, ABB Switzerland Ltd., 
Semiconductors, has been awarded 
the International Railway Indus-
try Standard (IRIS) re-certification 
Revision 02 valid till 2018 for the 
activities of Design, Development 
and Manufacturing for the scopes 
of certification 4 (Power systems), 
5 (Propulsion) and 6 (Auxiliary sys-
tems) of high power semiconductor 
devices and modules.

UNIFE - The Association of the 
European Rail Industry has formu-
lated the IRIS quality standard. IRIS 
is a globally recognized standard, 
which combines the general qual-
ity requirements of ISO 9001 with 
stringent requirements for all busi-
ness processes as requested from 
the railway industry. Today, all major 
railway manufacturers expect their 
suppliers to be IRIS certified.

The IRIS certification in combination 
with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and BS 
OHS 18001 confirms ABB’s compli-
ance with international standards in 
manufacturing of high power semi-
conductors and highlights ABB’s 
cross-divisional offering for the 
railway sector. (rp)

ABB Semiconductors website now avail-
able in Chinese 

Since the end of 2013, ABB Semi-
conductors website visitors have 
been enjoying a new web experience. 
The new layout with more pictures 
and tiles makes it a lot easier to find 
specific contents without endless 
navigation.
Following the importance of the 
Chinese market and the clear results 
from web statistics, we now released 

the ABB Semiconductors website in 
simplified Chinese: 
http://new.abb.com/semiconductors/zh.
Due to the two production sites of ABB 
Semiconductors in Lenzburg, Switzer-
land, and Prague, Czech Republic, the 
next languages to follow are German 
and Czech later this year, and French 
and Italian next year. (gs)
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Products in the pipeline 
BiMOS and bipolar

Product features
1,600 V and 1,800 V dual thyristors

 − Bonded contact technology uses a 
copper baseplate with a soldered 
aluminum oxide ceramic as an insu-
lator. This enables an optimum heat 
transfer. 

1,700 V phase-leg medium power 
IGBT

 − The Industry standard ABB 62Pak 
combines the well established cop-
per technology for industrial applica-
tions with the renowned reliability 
and quality of the ABB HiPak IGBT 
modules.

 − The 1,700 V SPT++ chip-set offers 
lowest switching losses and an 

operation temperature range up to 
175 °C.

 − The line-up will start with 2 x 300 A 
rated modules, quickly followed by 
the 200 A and 150 A versions.

−  First electrical samples are available 
on request. Final qualification and 
product release for serial production 
is planned in Q1/2016.

2,200 V, 5,000 V and 6,000 V dual 
diode modules

 − Pressure contact technology mod-
ules with the highest reliability and 
quality in terms of power cycling 
capabilities.

 − Insulated baseplate with aluminum 
nitride ceramic achieves an excellent 
heat transfer and a high insulation 
voltage.

Phased-out products
BiMOS and bipolar

Material Last deliveries

5STR 07F2541 Dec 2015

5SDF 11H4505 Dec 2015

5STR 04T2032 Dec 2015

5SMX 12/76/86E1280 Sep 2016

5SMX 12/76/86H1280 Sep 2016

5SMX 12/76/86K1280 Sep 2016

5SMX 12/76/86L1280 Sep 2016

Part nr. Voltage Current Description Housing

5SET 0120M1600 1,600 V 110 A dual thyristor module in 20 

mm standard package

20Pak

5SET 0175N1800 1,800 V 173 A dual thyristor module in 34 

mm standard package

34Pak

5SED 0520S2240 2,200 V 520 A dual diode module in 50 mm 

standard package

50Pak

5SED 0890T2240 2,200 V 889 A dual diode module in 60 mm 

standard package

60Pak

5SED 0650T5040 5,000 V 651 A dual diode module in 60 mm 

standard package

60Pak

5SED 0480T6040 6,000 V 481 A dual diode module in 60 mm 

standard package

60Pak

5SED 0730U6040 6,000 V 731 A dual diode module in 77 mm 

standard package

77Pak

5SNG 0300Q170300 1,700 V 2 x 300 A phase-leg medium power 

IGBT with SPT++ chip-set

62Pak

5SNG 0200Q170300 1,700 V 2 x 200 A phase-leg medium power

IGBT with SPT++ chip-set

62Pak

5SNG 0150Q170300 1,700 V 2 x 150 A phase-leg medium power

IGBT with SPT++ chip-set

62Pak

 

150 mm RC-IGCT           91 mm RC-IGCT

IGCT review paper at
EPE Conference

Since 1985, the EPE Conference has
grown to become one of the largest in its
field. One purpose of this Conference is
to enable the presentation and discussion
of developments in the field of Power
Electronics, with an increasingly large
industrial participation, which allows
enhanced exchanges between academics
and people from industry.
ABB contributed to the EPE’2015
Conference with 20 authored and co-
authored papers. A special highlight shall
be given here to a review article from
U. Vemulapati, Senior Scientist at ABB
Switzerland, covering all recent technology
developments regarding the Integrated
Gate Commutated Thyristors (IGCTs)
entitled “Recent Advancements in IGCT
Technologies for High Power Electron-
ics Applications”. The paper reviews the
progress made recently for further
developing the IGCTs, discusses newly
introduced IGCT technologies and presents
recent prototype experimental results as
well as novel structures and future trends
of the IGCT technology. The full paper
can be downloaded from www.abb.com/
semiconductors. (ch)

http://search.abb.com/library/Download.aspx?DocumentID=9AAK10103A5397&LanguageCode=en&DocumentPartId=&Action=Launch
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Si-Chip Power Technologies Limited 
was established in 2009 in Hong Kong 
and appointed as a distributor for ABB 
Switzerland Ltd. - Semiconductors in 
the same year.
The logo for Si-Chip is an interpretation 
of the junction termination of the SPT+ 
chip as the company was created to fo-
cus on the chip business for customers 
manufacturing IGBT and diode modules 
in China and other key markets.
The company remains small and dedi-
cated to a lean operation to allow the 
most competitive pricing and easy 
connection for customer in the region to 
our product range for both new projects 
and spare parts.
Si-Chip covers Hong Kong, South East 
Asia and Oceania (Australia and New 
Zealand) for the entire product range, 
whilst focusing on chips alone in China, 
Japan and Korea.
Si-Chip’s largest customer for ABB’s 
semiconductor chips is Starpower in 
JiaXing China who has grown into a 
major and world-class supplier of IGBT 
modules.
The number of customers has grown 
steadily over the years serving applica-
tions in welding machine, electric cars, 
solar, wind and general industrial con-
verters.
Si-Chip looks forward to a bright future 
as the ABB product range and capac-
ity develops to meet the needs of the 
growing power semiconductor market.

Portrait:
ABB distributor
Si-Chip Power 
Technologies

SEMIS – ABB’s semiconductor simula-
tion tool has been upgraded to provide 
3-level Voltage Source Converter (VSC) 
simulation capabilities with IGBT and 
IGCT device models. In addition, more 
device models for asymmetric and 
reverse conducting IGCTs, as well as for 
diodes for IGCTs are now available for 
download in the XML format from www.
abb.com/semiconductors.   
The 3-level VSC models are of Diode 
Neutral Point Clamping (NPC) topol-
ogy that is the most commonly used 
in the industry. Moreover, they allow 
for four-quadrant operation as the user 
can choose between rectifier or inverter 
mode. Similarly, the reactive power type 
can be selected as inductive or ca-
pacitive with respect to the phase delay 
between converter voltage and current. 

SEMIS upgraded to simulate IGBTs and 
IGCTs in 3-level topology

In this way, customers can simulate 
the ABB semiconductors’ performance 
for various operating conditions corre-
sponding to different applications such 
as motor drives or Static Var Compen-
sators (SVC).
With the release of these models, di-
verse ABB products such as the Stak-
Pak IGBT and the IGCT are now be-
coming available for simulation and for 
direct efficiency comparison for a given 
application. 
The 3-level VSC model with IGCTs is 
available as beta version until the clamp 
loss calculation will be included in the 
model. 
The ABB diode, IGCT and IGBT models 
are available in the XML format and are 
available for download from www.abb.
com/semiconductors. (mm, vk)

Publications calendar
 − Bodo’s Power Systems, May 2015

 “SEMIS – An Interactive tool for selecting the right device for your application”
 − Power Electronics Europe, July/August 2015

 “LinPak – a new low inductive phase-leg IGBT module for easy paralleling in
 high power-density converters”

 − Bodo’s Power Systems, November 2015 
“ABB’s New Low Loss High-Power Thyristors for Industrial Applications”

 − Power Electronics Europe, October/November 2015
“The cross switch XS silicon and silicon carbide hybrid concept”
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Application note 
Applying IGCTs
The Integrated Gate-Commutated Thyris-
tor (IGCT) has become the power semi-
conductor of choice in medium voltage 
industrial applications. Also in energy 
management and traction markets, the 
versatility of this power switch has enabled 
extraordinary performance improvements 
and cost savings. The IGCT is a hard-
switched semiconductor device com-
prised of a GCT, the semiconductor press-
pack component, and the gate-drive, 
which is mechanically integrated with the 
GCT into a single unit (the IGCT) with very 
low circuit inductance. Some key IGCT 
features include
• No turn-off snubber is needed in appli-

cations without series connection
• Where turn-off snubbers are used, they 

are considerably smaller than those of 
GTOs

• The customer control interface is re-
duced to a power supply, an optical 
control input and an optical status 
feedback output.

To ease applying IGCTs, the ABB appli-
cation note “Applying IGCTs” thoroughly 
guides in a first part through the IGCT 
data sheet and illustrates in a second part 
application-specific topics. Here, a short 
summary of the application note is given.
As said, the first part is a detailed guide to 
the correct understanding of an IGCT data 
sheet. Parameters and ratings are defined 
and illustrated by figures where appropri-

ate, while following the sequence in which 
parameters appear in the datasheet. 
The second part discusses various ap-
plication-specific topics. When applying 
IGCTs in Voltage Source Inverters, certain 
design criteria have to be considered and 
design parameters to be determined. It 
is explained how the values of the di/dt 
limiting inductor, the clamp capacitor, the 
damping resistor and/or the stray induc-
tance should be determined. Also the influ-
ence of the clamp diode type and the use 
of an additional snubber are discussed. 
With respect to retriggering an IGCT, the 
application note says which applications 
require retrigger pulses and it explains 
when external retrigger pulses are required, 
how they are released and what the best 
timing for the external retrigger is.  
The section Series connection of IGCTs 
discusses various snubber concepts, the 
clamp design scaling and which factors are 
influencing the turn-off voltage sharing. 
As the IGCT, unlike e.g. the IGBT, does not 
limit its current, in case of a short circuit 
the IGCT current can rise to an uncontrol-
lable level and therefore, in the protection 
section, the application note describes 
which measures have to be taken to avoid 
destruction of the device.
The full application note is available for 
download on www.abb.com/semiconduc-
tors. (ch)

Turn-on and turn-off waveforms.


